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Task Force has cautious optimism
COVID-19 measures to look similar next semester, more testing planned
B Y E RIN A LBRIGHT AND
H UNTER E LLIS
6WDৼ:ULWHUDQG0DQDJLQJ
0XOWLPHGLD(GLWRU
The following article was
originally featured on the
Nov. 9 episode of Xavier
Newswire Live, our weekly
radio show. Xavier
Newswire Live airs each
Monday at 7 p.m. on
XUFM’s Mixlr channel.
Xavier’s COVID-19 Task
Force worked diligently to
make this semester possible,
though the resulting adjustments to campus life and
learning have had financial,
social and academic repercussions.
Jeff Coleman, Vice President of Risk Management and
chair of the COVID-19 Task
Force, detailed these ramifications and how the university
is preparing for the next two
semesters.
“I feel like we’re in a very
good spot, and I think it is just
a reflection of the fact that we
put together what we thought
was a really strong game plan,
and then the students have
just taken it and run with it,”
Coleman said.
“I was out on campus today walking around a bit after
lunch and I didn’t see one student without a mask on, even
outside. It points to how much
the students want to be on
campus and stay on campus,”
he continued.
Xavier made a large investment into new equipment to
serve the community to the
adapting learning style. Hundreds of sanitizing stations,
PPE equipment and
hybrid-learning technology has
cost the university over $2
million.
This technology is said to
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Chair of the COVID-19 Task Force Jeff Coleman acclaims the Xavier community for its commitment to mask-wearing but approaches the coming
semesters with caution. The university is developing a plan to increase testing next semester, but it will not make any major academic alterations.

Over the past nine months,
the university has also taken
a financial hit from a lack of
athletics and events at Cintas
Center, as well as with the
Mobile Order app.
In addition to the effort
students and faculty are putting in to remain on campus,
the COVID-19 Task Force is
monitoring the data they have
collected and updating their
approach to testing for next
semester.
Currently, 5-6% of the
student population is being
tested weekly, about 200-300
students.
The team has observed
where the most cases are
coming from, and it aims at
identifying the highest risk
category amongst the student
population.
The risk assessment model
in development will pinpoint
how the university should expand its testing. The plan for
next semester to test more
students each week, specif-

ically in the groups with the
highest risk, is in line with
Governor DeWine’s request
to consistently test asymptomatic students.
“We felt like we could
strengthen up our risk assessment process and even do
some further testing,” Coleman said. “So that’s really on
our radar to finetune that over
the semester break.”
Since the beginning of the
semester, Xavier has only seen
one large spike in cases; the
school had over 40 cases and
had over 400 students in quarantine in early October. The
university’s cases have since
gone down, despite the worsening COVID-19 conditions
in the surrounding region.
“We were concerned because of what was happening
with the county around us,”
Coleman said. “We were seeing the surge around us, but
we never experienced it on
campus.”
Looking ahead to next se-

mester, no major changes are
being made to learning methods and COVID-19 rules.
“Our focus will still be on in
person classes when possible,
but we will still provide that
hybrid option because we need
social distancing in the classroom,” Coleman explained.
Thus far, no cases have
been linked to the classroom,
which is a positive sign that
the university’s efforts to
maintain social distancing has
been working.
“Things could always
change over the two months
students are at home, but the
task force is ready to adapt and
pivot to what changes must be
made to keep the Xavier community safe,” he said.
The hope for fall 2021 is
that it will be a much more
traditional school experience,
but that is dependent on a vaccine.
“If we’re going to be planning for a traditional semester for fall 2021, we’re also

going to have plans in place
should we need to have a similar semester this fall and next
spring,” Coleman said.
The Task Force plans on
waiting for specific guidance
from the Centers for Disease
Control and Governor Mike
DeWine as to distribution to
students and vaccine requirements.
As the semester comes to
a close, Coleman reminds the
Xavier community that the
work is not over. Despite having no major surge in cases,
the same level of effort must
be put in to slow and stop the
spread of the virus.
“I view the semester break
as a halftime in a football
game,” Coleman remarked.
“We feel very good with
how we performed the first
half, like I said we feel like we
had a very strong game plan
and the students absolutely
knocked it out of the park for
us, but we can’t let our guard
down,” he said.
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Club funding lacks transparency
Student leaders allege inequitable funding for minority identity clubs

B Y G RACE H AMILTON
6WDৼ:ULWHU
In recent months, allegations of underfunding for
minority-led clubs and organizations have been aimed at
the SGA.
At the SpeakUp XU protest on Sept. 25, claims of underfunding for minority clubs
were mentioned by multiple
student speakers as just one
of many issues contributing
to racism at Xavier.
“I feel like there’s a lot of
secrecy,” Vince Dang, the
chair of the Student Organization Committee, said.
The club budgets are currently not shared with the
public, so students are unable
to compare certain budgets
against those of other clubs
and see the difference in the
funds being allocated.
“Our office (Student Involvement) advises the Student Government Association
and supports them as they implement the annual club funding process.
SGA collects and reviews
the funding requests for all of
our student organizations and
determines the club’s allocation,” Dustin Lewis, associate
director in the Office of Student Involvement, said.
The budgeting for different
clubs at Xavier is decided by
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With people having a lot of tough conversations surrounding race and racial inequalities, people have been
forced to ask hard questions about potential disproportionate funding for minority-led clubs and organizations.

two groups.
Dang explained that certain clubs’ budgets are decided by an executive board,
while he deals with the smaller clubs, of which there are
around 120.

Mickey Townsend explained the executive clubs as
“clubs that the university will
always have no matter what.”
The process from there is
similar in terms of the executive and non-executive bud-

gets.
The smaller, or non-executive, clubs request money
from a total budget of around
$441,000.
The board’s job is to allocate money to groups based

on different factors, such as
how much money the club
was given the previous year.
The executive clubs pull
from a much larger budget of
an undisclosed amount.
Club budgets have never
been public information, with
no reason given as to why.
Townsend said, “SGA’s intention was never to hide the
budgets from students, but I
understand it feels as if we
have.”
“There have been recent
talks about making club budgets available to students.”
Lewis added. “Student Involvement has engaged the
SGA Executives and the SGA
Student Organizations Committee in discussion about the
concerns. We are also in the
process of gathering more information from student leaders and from a group of club
advisors to better understand
the concerns.”
The goal moving forward
is to encourage minority-led
clubs and organizations to be
able to come forward and talk
about how they feel they’re
being treated and to better inform them on how to increase
their club budgets.
“There are a lot of transparency issues, but the good
news is it is being addressed,”
dang said. “There is a light at
the end of the tunnel.”

SGA constitutional amendments fail once again

Photo courtesy on @cpp4sga on instagram

Both of the last two Student Government Association senates have
failed to reach an agreement on new constitutional ammendments.

B Y C HLOE S ALVESON
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Student Government Association (SGA) held a vote to
implement the proposed constitutional changes on Nov. 2.
Despite the need for reconstruction of the constitution
every few years, as written
in the current constitution,
the motion failed to pass by a
margin of one vote.
The proposed constitutional changes were intended
to improve the structure of
SGA. New positions and requirements were to be added
with increased specificity in

roles and productivity among
its members.
Some additions would have
included a Speaker of the
Senate to preside over weekly SGA meetings and three
Chief Justices.
More specific positions
were proposed in order to appeal to specific student interests.
Two examples are a Director of Communication and a
Director of Finance.
The changes also included new requirements of the
SGA, such as monthly Senate
and executive check-ins, increased engagement of SGA

members in campus activities
and absence notification to the
executive.
There was an array of reactions regarding the failure
to pass the changes. President
Thomas Wehby was quoted as
“disappointed.”
Vice President and President-elect and chair of the
constitutional
committee,
Mickey Townsend stated,
“It was very frustrating this
failed two years in a row, but
I am mostly frustrated with
the current senate. (At every
meeting) I asked senators to
step up and sit on this committee with me, and only two did
so. (Senator) Ryan Machesky
and (Senator) Andrew Geraghty were great additions to
the committee.”
She went on to explain that
a new attempt at a constitution change will need more
student input.
Senators widely believe
that the failure of the constitutional reconstruction is a
result of the vacancy of senate seats.
It is projected that there
will only be 11 senators at the
beginning of the next term in
January of 2021.
Sen. Daniel Joyce disagreed with the outcome as
he commented, “I believe the
increased specificity of roles
within the Senate and the new

additions — such as Chief
Justices and the Director of
Finance — could only help attract students who felt they fit
those roles.”
He continued, “I wish that
the constitution could be
amended this semester, but it
seems it will have to see fur-

ther revisions and another
voting effort further down the
line.”
Townsend
commented,
“Due to the wording in our
current constitution, there
has to be change. I know I will
continue to move forward in
this process.”

November 9, 2020
Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
C OURTESY OF C HLOE S ALVESON

 Dr. Cynthia Geer, Dr. Tom Hayes and Dr.
Judith Lewis, the deans of the colleges of
Professional Sciences, Business and Nursing, spoke with SGA regarding students’
concerns of class format and Satisfactory/
Unsatisfactory class options. All are working towards student advocacy and possible
accommodations.
 Conditional clubs Muskies and Management as well as the Fashion Club are on
the docket to be considered for full club
status this Monday.
 A rough draft of the SGA XUPD Resolution is to be proposed to the Senate for
suggestions and edits soon.
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Search for president continues

committee has narrowed down the applicant pool into a diverse group.
ger than it is now, in any
number of ways: stronger
financially, stronger in terms
of the quality of its faculty
and staff, stronger in terms
of its enrollment efforts…
I will step down in 2021 because it is in the best interest
of Xavier University for me
to do so… it has therefore
never been better prepared to
attract a visionary and capable
leader,” he said
Spring 2021 also marks
up the end of a 10-year-long
accreditation review by the
Higher Learning Commission.
In addition, the university
is nearly complete with the
Together For Others capital
campaign. This fundraising
plan is aimed at strengthening the future of the Xavier,
to be completed together as a
community.
Graham’s successor will be
chosen by a credible pool of
Xavier trustees, professors,
students, alumni and administrators. The Presidential
Search Committee, appointed by the Board of Trustees,
is on track with the timeline
originally published at the
beginning of the search. The
committee is working in conjunction with the national ex-

ecutive search firm Isaacson,
Miller.
In a letter from the Board,
members noted their excitement in the process: “Xavier has a strong foundation.
Thank you to each member of
our Xavier community as we
congratulate Father Graham
and begin our transition to a
new University leader.”
The search was launched
nationwide in early June 2020.
Barbara Howard, chair and
Xavier grad ‘76, explained
that the candidate pool has
been vast and highly experienced.
On these candidates so far,
Howard said, “It started literally with hundreds of candidates... It was a significantly
impressive response.”
The names of the candidates are being held in strict
confidence due to the expansive group of applicants
and nature of the search. No
names or finalists for the position will be shared, and the
committee’s selection will be
shared at the appropriate time
in the process.
In an update released on
Oct. 21, the committee said
they recently met with Isaacson, Miller to review the pool,
and had invited a select num-

McGhee led the inequality
focused talk. Following McGhee’s talk was a discussion
The Ethics/Religion and panel made up of Xavier facSociety Program held a panel ulty and students. The discusdiscussion hosted by philos- sion served as time for each
ophy professor Dr. Richard panelist to openly reflect or
Polt to create dialogue around ask McGhee questions.
McGhee dove into converincome inequality.
The event was part of sation of what she considers
the conversations across the “one of many cascading failures of leadership... is being
American divide series.
Guest speaker Heather seen right now.”

“Failures of leadership” refers to the extreme division
of Americans, not only in the
realm of government and politics but in everyday life. McGhee emphasized that this is
an “important moment for us
to reflect on what’s beyond
partisanship.” Continuous and
repetitive prejudice serves as a
concern for McGhee, who advocates for turning the page
of our nation.

B Y E RIN A LBRIGHT
6WDৼ:ULWHU
With just under eight
months until the new university president assumes office,
the Presidential Search Committee recently announced it
is pleased with the diverse and
impressive candidate pool.
Some members of the committee have noted that an announcement of the decision
could come as soon as December.
Current President Michael J. Graham, S.J. is the
longest-serving
university
president, ending his tenure
after 20 years. Father Graham
stepped into the role on July
1, 2001 after his successor,
Father Jim Hoff, chose to step
down from the position. Graham’s last official day as president is June 30, 2021.
Graham announced his
plan to step down at the end
of his annual Spring Convocation speech to parents
earlier this year. In a letter
addressed to the Xavier community, Graham explained the
significance of why he chose
2021 to be the year he ends his
tenure.
“Simply put, Xavier University has never been stron-
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The presidential search committee is looking for someone to replace
Father Graham. An announcement could come sometime in December.

ber to advance in the
search. The candidates were
to be interviewed last month.
The presidential search
profile outlines an extensive
list of qualifications and characteristics that Graham’s successor must meet.
These included the individual being a spiritual leader,
preferably a doctorate holder,
having proven experience and
leadership in times of crisis
and uncertainty and having an

established and successful record in fundraising. There is
a specific emphasis on a president who will carry on the Jesuit mission in the school.
“I am confident we will be
happy with the result because
of the nature of the process,”
Howard commented on the
next University president.
Father Graham will retire
after this school year, and the
35th president will assume office on July 1, 2021.

“In order to turn the page,
we need to find the sources of
division,” she said.
She connected her strong
desire for change to a former
job at a think-tank that helped
form her views.
While working, McGhee
focused on things like racial
inequality, the wage gap and
why equality feels increasingly out of reach for American families. After four years,
McGhee left the think-tank
to pursue more sufficient answers to questions regarding
inequality.
McGhee believes the “people writing rules of our public policy are skewed and not
representative of the people
suffering the most from economic inequality.”
McGhee recalled the year
2017 and shared many of her
thoughts. On one hand, she
found Trump’s win jarring
because of our nation’s specific ideas about what leaders
should emulate to become
president.
On the other hand, she
felt “unsurprised” because
“Trump has been saturating
our media for some time” and
pushing a “zero-sum narrative.”
A zero-sum narrative now
holds that if minorities are
prospering, then White people’s status must be taking a
hit. The zero-sum narrative
supports McGhee’s goal to
uncover the sources of our
nation’s strongest divisions.

McGhee believes, “it’s important to follow the money
and the power and who is really benefiting from this.”
“This” refers to inequalities
driven by the zero-sum narrative. Ultimately, she concluded that “we can’t turn a page
of this period without facing
where this story comes from,
why it’s so powerful, who’s
doing it and who’s selling it.”
Carson Rayhill, a junior finance and German major, was
a panelist in the discussion.
He brought up a concern for
the seemingly widespread acceptance of the “I do me, you
do you” sentiment. Rayhill
explained that this sentiment
promotes the growing culture
of denying basic facts in society.
He realizes that by thinking so individually, it’ll become harder to accept or see
realities in the surrounding
world, such as blatant racism.
Rayhill offered a potential
solution: “As we keep going in
order to find more dialogue,
we’re gonna have to come
away from those bubbles and
come together to find some
sort of real experience between one another.”
McGhee is the author of
forthcoming book The Sum
Of Us: What Racism Costs Everyone and How We Can Prosper Together.
Email ers@xavier.edu with
postal information to get a
free copy of the book in February.

E/RS event takes a look at economic inequality

B Y M ORGAN M ILES
6WDৼ:ULWHU
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Author Heather McGhee (pictured above) wrote a book on economic inequality titled The Sum of Us: What
Racism Costs Everyone And How We Can Prosper Together. This Monday, she gave a talk at an E/RS event.
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“Egregious and disgusting,” Mayor Cranley says
City Councilman Jeff Pastor was arrested on charges of bribery and fraud

B Y M O J UENGER
World News Editor

Cincinnati City Councilman Jeff Pastor was arrested
on Tuesday morning after a
years-long FBI sting operation. Charges against the Republican councilman include
bribery, money laundering,
extortion and wire fraud.
The investigation into Pastor’s alleged activities began
in February of last year, only
eight months after Pastor
joined city council. FBI agent
Chris Hoffman stated that
Photo courtesy of creativecommons.org
Pastor took his first bribe two
According to FBI agents involved in the case, Councilman Jeff Pastor
months prior.
accepted bribes relating to the former Convention Place Mall downtown.
The majority of publicly-available evidence points cutor Dave DeVillers noted tor to resign.
“There’s certainly been
towards Pastor’s involvement that at one point during the
in the ongoing development investigation, Pastor directly a lot of pressure applied by
of the former Convention asked undercover agents for prominent Republican figures
and Democratic figures…
Place Mall downtown. As- $200,000 in bribes.
DeVillers also comment- telling him ‘You need to resisted by former Cincinnati
Bengal and owner of the lo- ed on the seeming ineptitude sign; it’s the right thing to
cation’s current development of the illegal schemes, not- do,” professor of Philosophy,
company Chinedum Ndukwe, ing that in some cases of the Politics and the Public Sean
undercover FBI agents re- alleged bribery, Pastor was Comer said.
“While Mr. Pastor is afportedly witnessed Pastor ask handed literal bags of cash in
forded the presumption of
for bribes and a “retainer fee” return for political favors.
Pastor has not resigned innocence and due process,
for his continuing support of
from his post, a move which he is not entitled to continue
the project.
Tyran Marshall, Pastor’s has already been encouraged working for the citizens of
associate, was also arrest- by politicians on both ends of Cincinnati as he sorts through
whatever charges may be
ed Tuesday. He is thought to the political spectrum.
“If the charges against coming,” Hamilton County
have acted as a middle man,
who helped Pastor to launder Pastor are true, then it is un- GOP Chairman Alex Triantamoney through a nonprofit doubtedly one of the most filou said.
egregious and disgusting acts
“It is clear that in his curorganization.
Throughout his tenure as of corruption and betrayal rent situation, he will be una councilman, agents suspect ever perpetrated on our City,” able to fulfill his duties as a
that Pastor took approximate- Mayor John Cranley said in a member of council,” Counly $55,000 in bribes. Prose- press release calling for Pas- cilwoman Betsy Sundermann,

the only other Republican on
City Council, tweeted. “His
continued presence will only
create potential roadblocks
and liabilities for the city of
Cincinnati as we work to find
solutions to the problems facing our community.”
It is still unclear whether Pastor will resign, though
many have speculated on the
subject given divergent outcomes in two recent Ohio indictments. Cincinnati Councilwoman Tamaya Dennard
resigned quickly last February after an unrelated bribery charge, though State Rep.
Larry Householder is still
in office after a racketeering
scandal.
If Pastor resigns, Vice
Mayor Christopher Smitherman would be responsible for
appointing a replacement for
Pastor within 60 days.
Comer hinted that the recent resignation of Republican Cincinnati City Councilwoman Amy Murray, who
was replaced by current
Councilwoman Betsy Sundermann, may provide a shortlist
for Pastor’s replacement.
After Murray’s resignation, her successor designee
would have likely compiled
and interviewed a list of possible candidates to fill her role.
Comer suggested that those
candidates will be options for
Pastor’s replacement.
“There’s (sic) a lot of people who expressed interest in

fulfilling Councilwoman Murray’s term… So they have
a list already. They just got
through the interview process
for the seat of another Republican,” Comer said.
He also noted that the upcoming 2021 City Council
election might provide blueprints for Smitherman’s appointment process.
“Now that we’re a little bit
closer to this next election,
you’ve seen a lot of people
step out and say, ‘I’m going to
run for City Council in 2021’
or ‘I’m running for mayor in
2021.’”
“(An appointee wouldn’t)
have the advantage of incumbency in terms of having run
before but it still means that
if you want to run again for
next year, you’re still on City
Council. Your name will be in
the paper… you’ll be involved
in issues that you would like
to run on,” Comer added.
Though Pastor and Marshall have not yet been indicted, many local politicians have
spoken out about the alleged
corruption.
“When the federal courthouse is involved in bringing
down an indictment, I think
people pretty quickly think
that they must have some evidence,” Comer said.
In a statement calling for
Pastor’s immediate resignation, Councilman David
Mann called it a “sad day for
our city.”

Election losses weigh on county’s Republicans

B Y H UNTER E LLIS
Managing Multimedia
Editor

Hamilton County Republican candidates were nearly
completely swept out of county offices and judicial races in
2020, winning just one out of
seven contested countywide
races and four out of thirteen
judicial seats.
A combination of changing
demographics and divisiveness at the top of the ticket
doomed Republicans in Hamilton County.
Based on unofficial vote tallies as of Nov. 4, former Vice
President and current President-elect Joe Biden won 57%
of Hamilton County, while
President Trump won 41%.
This puts the margin between
the two candidates at 65,086
votes, a large deficit for other
Republican candidates down
the ticket to overcome.
Former Cincinnati City
Councilman and longtime
public servant Charlie Windburn lost the county treasurer
seat, a position held for over
a decade by Republican Rob
Goering to his opponent Jill
Schiller by just one point.
Incumbent Norbert Nadel
also narrowly lost his position as the county recorder to
first-time candidate and for-

mer marine Scott Crowley.
The county commission
remained blue, with first time
Republican challengers Andy
Black and Matthew Paul
O’Neill losing to Democratic
counterparts Alicia Reece and
Denise Driehaus.
This is a significant change
from just two decades ago,
when all three Hamilton
County Commissioner seats
were held by Republicans.
Candidate Andy Black noted that Republican candidates
in the county were facing an
uphill battle with Trump at
the top of the ticket.
“Our research showed suburban voters, particularly
woman voters, were sick of
the divisiveness we see in our
politics at a national level and
for those of us down ticket we
paid the price,” Black said.
After getting the endorsement from the incumbent
sheriff and outraising his opponent, Bruce Hoffbauer lost
to Charmaine McGuffey by
just 17,000 votes.
Hoffbauer believes that
moving forward, there are
two key things that need to
change if Republicans in the
county want to be competitive
again. First, Hoffbauer says
the county should reduce the
early voting window
“I believe the early voting

being 30 days long made it
impossible for Republicans to
recover,” Hoffbauer said.
In addition, Hoffbauer noted that Democrats voted down
ballots more often, which led
to them taking more races
down the ballot than in years
past.
“The results seem to indicate the Democrat party votes
straight down the ticket. Educating our younger voters
will make the contest more
balanced,” Hoffbauer said.
The only countywide candidate who was able to garner
enough support to beat this
deficit was longtime county
prosecutor Joe Deters.
It took Deters raising $1.3
million on the campaign trail,
which was the most of any
countywide candidate, to secure the slim 5.4 percent win.
Deters fundraised just under $1 million more than his
opponent, Democrat Fanon
Rucker.
Meanwhile, while judge
races are nonpartisan on the
ballot, most candidates have
an affiliation on party sample
ballots. Republican-affiliated
judges also lost their races by
a large margin.
These losses include longtime judge and incumbent Pat
Dinkelacker, as well as the
current administrative judge

and longtime incumbent
Charles Kubicki Jr.
A combination of changing demographics and divisiveness at the top of the
ticket doomed republican candidates in Hamilton County
in the 2020 election..
“As a party I hope we can
find young people willing to

step and run for office for the
right reasons, not for shortterm notoriety or “status” that
attracts some people to public
service,” Andy Black said. “I
believe there is only one way
to truly make a difference and
that is to get involved in local issues and campaigns and
earn your seat at the table.”
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Lame duck Trump defies tradition
Trump’s refusal to concede breaks with a tradition in U.S. power transition

B Y C HLOE S ALVESON
6WDৼ:ULWHU

“The simple fact is this
election is far from over,”
President Donald Trump remarked in a statement published Nov. 7 in response to
the press deeming former
Vice President Joe Biden the
President Elect.
Each state determines its
own timeline for election result certification before the
Electoral College casts its
electoral votes and Congress
counts the electoral votes. As
such, the results of the 2020
election will not be finalized
until January.
During this time, Trump
and his administration have
made it clear they will not
easily concede.
On Monday, an 85-page
lawsuit was filed by the
Trump campaign against
Kathy Boockvay, the Secretary of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, among numerous boards of elections in
Pennsylvania. This was done
in efforts to stop Pennsylvania’s secretary of state from
certifying election results.
The lawsuit says that the
goal is to ensure “the integrity of the 2020 Presidential
election,” and “protect our democracy with complete transparency.”
Ongoing voting inaccuracy accusations and legal challenges have led to the men-

Department’s Public Integrity Section Richard Pilger
announced his resignation the
same day. It is implied Pilger
cannot continue his duties in
good conscience.
Biden, in regards to the
legal action against possible
voter fraud, stated, “I think
it’s an embarrassment, quite
frankly.”
Despite allegations of irregularities and the possibility
of Trump’s re-election, Biden
continues to plan to unify the
country, combat the rising
COVID-19 cases and relieve
the economic and racial strife.
About the engagement
Photo courtesy of The White House via creativecommons.org with Biden’s transition team
3UHVLGHQW7UXPSDQGKLVFDPSDLJQWHDPKDYHÀOHGH[WHQVLYHODZVXLWVLQVZLQJVWDWHVHVSHFLDOO\WDUJHWLQJWKH on Tuesday, Secretary of
FUXFLDOQRZEOXHHOHFWRUDOYRWHRI3HQQV\OYDQLD6HQ0LWFK0F&RQQHOO 5.\ KDVDOUHDG\VWDWHGKLVVXSSRUW State Mike Pompeo commenttion of recounts projected to ly member’s ballot, it does not
McConnell delivered an ed, “There will be a smooth
be completed near the end of change the outcome of the address on the Senate floor transition to a second Trump
November.
election.
demonstrating that Trump administration.”
The lawsuits towards
Trump campaign officials is “100 percent within his
Trump and other RepubliPennsylvania are intended to have posed allegations that rights to look into allegations cans have filed more than 12
trigger a recount. In Michi- over 21,000 dead residents of irregularities and weigh lawsuits, most aimed towards
gan, petitions for recount are can be found on voter rolls in his legal options.” One senior Pennsylvania and its crucial
possible, but uncertain.
Pennsylvania. Even if these Republican official told the electoral votes. There is an
The Trump campaign has votes were to be cast aside, Washington Post of the con- news conference this Monday
already called for a recount in Biden would still have the spiratorial claims, “What is discussing additional litigaWisconsin. The secretary of lead.
the downside for humoring tion as both top Republican
state in Georgia announced an
While many believe the ef- him for this little bit of time?” and Democrat officials in bataudit, recount and recanvas of forts to expose perceived votAttorney General William tleground states report that
the ballots yesterday.
er fraud may come across as P. Barr, the nation’s top law there is no obvious widespread
Disputed accusations to- a Hail Mary, others note the enforcement officer, instruct- voting irregularities, fraud or
wards the mismanagement legitimacy of Trump’s state- ed the Justice Department and illegal activity.
of the election process are ments.
federal prosecutors to examThe effect of Trump’s conbased on voter fraud. While
Senate Majority Leader ine voting irregularity allega- troversial actions towards
voter fraud is rare, there is the Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) and tions last Monday as well.
staying in power are unclear.
slight possibility of its occur- other influential Republicans
In response to the direc- The Trump administration
rence. However, in usual cases have supported Trump in his tive, director of the elections has made no effort to transisuch as filling out a dead fami- contest of the election results. crimes branch in the Justice tion out of office thus far.

Macron’s comments on Islam cause tension

B Y S OPHIE B OULTER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
French President Emmanuel Macron has drawn support and condemnation for
his defense of French secularism and his criticism of
“Islamist separatism.” His
comments have sparked ongoing anti-French protests and
boycotts across the Muslim
world, led by Turkey.
France has suffered two
terrorist attacks in the past
month from extremists associated with what Macron controversially describes as “radical Islam.”
The tension began when
Macron spoke about Islam in
a speech unveiling a new law
which would further enshrine
laicite, or the legalized separation of church and state in
France.
“Islam is a religion that is
in crisis all over the world today,” he said.
His comments came after the beheading of teacher
Samuel Paty on Oct. 16. Paty
showed students caricatures
of the Prophet Muhammed
during a lesson about free
speech.
The jihadist who beheaded
Paty did so after watching a
video of Paty’s class.
Macron’s comments lik-

Photo courtesy via creativecommons.org
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ening Islam to ISIS set off
protests from Muslims in
countries such as Bangladesh,
Kuwait, Pakistan, Iran, Somalia and Qatar.
Some protestors have
burnt effigies of the French
President while chanting anti-French slogans.
Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan has led calls
to boycott French goods in response to the perceived Islamophobia in his comments and
called Macron’s mental health
into question.
“What is the problem this
person called Macron has
with Islam and Muslims? Macron needs some sort of mental treatment,” Erdogan said.
Pakistani Prime Minister
Imran Khan also criticized

Macron for his critiques of
Islam.
“President Macron has attacked & hurt the sentiments
of millions of Muslims in
Europe & across the world,”
Khan tweeted.
After a second knife attack
on Oct. 26 in Nice, Macron
stood by his comments on Islam, saying that he would not
waver in his commitment to
freedom of speech.
On Tuesday, Macron clarified his remarks in a letter to
the Financial Times.
“This is what France is
fighting against… hatred and
death that threaten its children — never against Islam.
We oppose deception, fanaticism, violent extremism. Not
a religion,” he said.

He explained that his criticism of Islam referred to “Islamist separatism.” Stressing
the difference between “Islamist separatism” and “Islamic
separatism,” he argued, was
crucial, because he did not
want to stigmatize all Muslims.
“France — we are attacked
for this — is as secular for
Muslims as for Christians,
Jews, Buddhists and all believers,” Macron said.
Erdogan continued to criticize Macron’s statements despite his clarification.
The European Council has
taken Macron’s side in this
dispute.
French Foreign Minister
Jean-Yves le Drian threatened
European sanctions against

Turkey on Thursday, asserting that Europe would support France.
“There is a total European
solidarity on the subject — we
want Turkey to renounce this
logic,” Le Drian said.
On Wednesday the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) came
out in support of Macron, accusing Erdogan of using the
situation for his own advantage.
Anwar Gargash, the UAE
Foreign Minister, accused opponents of taking Macron’s
comments out of context.
“With his attacks on
France, Erdogan manipulates
a religious issue for political
purposes. You should listen to
what Macron really said in his
speech,” Gargash said.
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This year’s election was an
exhausting process, and although it started off slowly, it
ended with a historic conclusion.
Joe Biden’s hopeful-looking
presidency will be capitalized
upon by Kamala Harris, who,
in addition to being the first
Black and South Asian person
in vice presidency, is also the
first woman to hold the title.
My enthusiasm, and frankly disbelief, over having a
woman hold a seat in such an
important administrative position is present, as is my need
to criticize Harris because
she’s a politician.
However, there is a sort of
blockage that keeps me and
many other women from doing so, and it’s the fact that she
is the first female vice president of the United States. She
is a Black and South Asian
woman now sitting in the
same historic seat as the 45
White men before her.

We, as American women, ward Harris by left-wing me- Trump administration. I want
are so deprived of women in dia is uncommon and over- to see her fight for LGBT
such high administrative posi- shadowed by social media rights and the rights of the
tions that it feels as though we posts and statements that de- trans women whose trust she
can’t pick and choose; rather, fine her as a hero for feminism, previously lost.
we must accept the one who for women of color and for
The reality is that we won’t
managed to climb to the top.
the litShe represents all women of see what
Harris is by no means per- tle girls
America who have been under her newfect and has a past involving who have
the rule of white men for years, f o u n d
various decisions I have prob- n e v e r
but we must hold her account- position
lems with. however, like most seen a feof powable
politicians, she seems to have male vice
er means
observed public opinion and president before.
for women until her inaugurachanged her views and actions
Although these factors are tion. I hope she does not feel
to meet that of the majority.
true, incredibly important and the need to silence herself
She has been hypocritical shouldn’t be dismissed, the and become the shadow of the
in her actions, such as her past uncommonness of Harris’ sit- president that some will soon
decision to admit transgender uation downplays the content paint her as.
women into men’s prisons, of her character.
The women of this counwhich goes directly against
In a perfect world, Kamala try cannot continue to live
h e r
, ZDQW WR VHH >.DPDOD@ ÀJKW H a r r i s under the normality of exnow-femfor LGBT rights and the rights w o u l d clusively White men in posii n i s t
of the trans women whose trust be the tions of power. A compromise
v i e w feminist should eventually be met with
she previously lost.
points.
that the the pairing of both Harris’
She has also voted twice to media sees her as, fighting for position as a first and her legblock federal funding for equal pay, for healthcare and islative decisions.
abortions.
for everything women have
It is not to be forgotten
Despite this, criticism to- seen threatened under the that she represents all wom-

en of America who have been
under the rule of White men
for years, but we must hold
her accountable for her decisions and for her past.
I don’t want to have to
settle for another female politician simply because she’s
female — I want her choices
to align with the greater good
of the country and its most
vulnerable individuals, and
for my own voice to be heard
through hers. I want to root
for an American woman because she makes me proud to
be one.

Over the past few months
during the current pandemic, we have seen many industries negatively affected.
Although there are lots of
companies struggling, one
of the most noticeable industries that is affected by
COVID-19 is sports leagues,
both collegiate and professional.
COVID-19 emerged as a
serious problem in sports in
early March, when the Utah
Jazz Center tested positive
for COVID-19, canceling the
Utah Jazz game on March
11. In the following days, as
more positive tests came in
throughout the league, the
NBA postponed the rest of
the season.
With many other leagues
across the world getting
postponed because of positive test results, sports
leagues began discussing if
they would play games, and
if so, when they could start
back up.
The end of the season
tournament for NCAA College Basketball, also known
as “March Madness,” first
came out and said they
would not have any fans
in attendance. Shortly after, they canceled the whole

tournament.
football has the same rules,
The first COVID-19 case it is up to the state to deterin the United States was mine whether attendance is
on Jan. 20. Now, in Novem- allowed for the games.
ber, almost a year later, our
However, with college
world is still not the same as basketball less than two
it used to be.
weeks away, teams are alEverywhere you go, there ready saying that they will
is risk of picking up the dis- not allow any in-person atease. COVID-19 has started tendance.
to affect everything in our
For example, Duke has deworld, even just going to the cided that they will not hold
g rocery
any fans
Even though I believe that
store.
in attenCOVID-19 is a big issue and
Even
dance,
should be addressed, I think
though
at least
that we should let fans into
I am an
to start
sporting events.
18 -yearthe seaold who
son. In
is healthy with a good im- the next few days, we should
mune system, I have to be expect to hear from many
cautious with every action, schools and their plans for
because I have family mem- attendance in the upcoming
bers who are immunocom- season. However, we haven’t
promised. I would feel so bad heard anything from Xavier
if I got COVID-19 and gave on whether they will let fans
it to a family member whose attend games this year.
body couldn’t fight the disEven though I believe that
ease as well as I could.
COVID-19 is a big issue and
As the NFL season is in should be addressed, I think
week 10 already, every team that we should let fans into
has rules regarding how sporting events.
many fans they can have in
I think that students
attendance.
should be able to go to XaviMany states have made er’s games this year. Whethit so teams cannot have any er that be all students or just
in-person attendance for limited capacity, I think that
games. Likewise, college fans should be able to go to

the home games and cheer
for the Musketeers.
If not all fans can go due
to limitations, it should be
the first ones to sign up for
tickets. I think that a big part
of college is going to the
sporting events, and nobody
wants to watch the game on
TV. Students want to be in
attendance at Cintas, cheering for Xavier.
Even if fans have to wear
a mask inside and stay socially distanced, and not all
students are allowed in, I
think that is better than no
fans. However, to make sure
everyone is safe and nobody gets COVID-19, there
should definitely be rules
that fans have to follow.
Some of these rules could
include mandatory masks,
and having every other seat
open rather than all seats.
This would allow for proper
social distancing.
Also, fans would have to
stay home and not attend if
they are feeling sick or experiencing any symptoms.
Additionally, when students
enter the arena, they would
have to have their temperatures taken to make sure they
don’t have a fever, which is a
symptom of COVID-19.

Another way of making
sure students don’t have it is
to have students get tested
for COVID-19 before they
can go to games and provide
evidence that they tested
negative. However as there
would need to be access to
lots of tests, this might not
be a possibility.
However, I think that any
fans being able to go to college sporting events or professional sporting events is
worth it, because nobody
wants to be watching the
game from home on TV.
Fans want to be at the game,
in the middle of the action,
taking in the experience.
During the pandemic,
sports have been impacted
a lot financially, but sports
lovers have also been affected because the majority of
them haven’t been able to go
to games since last year.
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Can the Astros move forward yet?

7

On a gloomy, rainy Monday night a few weeks ago,
after a long production night
in the broadcast room of the
Newswire Live radio show, I
returned to my University
Station apartment.
I pulled out my phone
and opened the ESPN app to
check the trending stories for
the day, as many of my fellow
sports fans do. That’s when
I noticed the second highest
trending story was about my
favorite MLB team, the Houston Astros.
After a poor Game 7 outing, along with the team’s
prolific offense being locked
down by former Astro Pitcher
Charlie Mortonand and their
subsequent elimination from
the playoffs, I had already
heard enough negative press
about my team.
I brushed off the story
about former Astros General
Manager Jeff Lunhow exonerating himself from the sign
stealing scandal that shook
the baseball world last year,
deeming it unimportant in my
mind at the time.
Then, a few weeks went by,

and Lunhow followed his state- necessarily his culpability in
There’s nothing that I
ment that he was scapegoated the scandal that was in ques- want more than for the sign
by the organization with a for- tion when he was suspended, stealing scandal to be a dismal lawsuit against the Hous- according to MLB Commis- tant memory for the Astros,
t o n
Lunhow said there were more s i o n e r and if Lunhow is correct here,
Astros
than 22,000 text messages... that Rob Man- the team should act urgently
organito remove these individuals
clearly exonerate him of wrong- fred.
zation,
M
a
n
from the organization.
doing.
claimfred said
There’s one last matter
ing breach of contract.
in a response to Lunhow, “Af- about the sign stealing scanIn addition, former Astros ter the Red Sox incident (the dal that it’s important for me
manager AJ Hinch and former year prior), I wrote to all the to address. Last year, I wrote
bench coach Alex Cora, two GMs. I put them on notice that an opinion piece detailing how
of the main people indicted it was their obligation to make the Astros should not have
in the cheating scandal, both sure that their organizations their World Series title rereceived jobs in the MLB as w e r e
scindthe managers for Detroit and not viThere’s nothing that I want more e d ,
Boston, respectively.
olating
than for the sign stealing scandal to should
Based on all of these facts, a n y
be a distant memory for the Astros. t h e y
I couldn’t help but wonder if of the
prove
there was something to Lun- s i g n
t h a t
how’s claims of foul play. So stealing rules.”
they deserved to be there in
I decided to look back on his
If this is the case, it’s clear 2020 without cheating.
first public statements since that Lunhow is indeed guilty
While the Astros did not
his suspension. Lunhow said and his suspension was war- quite live up to second basethere were over 22,000 text ranted. That said, there was man Jose Altuve’s claim that
messages used in the inves- a more troubling claim about they would make it to the
tigation of the Astros that those text messages Lun- World Series, they made it
clearly exonerate him of how mentioned. He claimed within one game of the title
wrongdoing.
that there were individuals game, which showed me they
While this may be true, it’s who were clearly indicted by had enough skill to earn the
important to notice that just the messages but were not team’s trust again.
because these texts may have punished and still serve in a
But one of Lunhow’s final
exonerated him, it was not prominent role on the team.
claims is that his firing was

part of a negotiated deal between Astros owner Jim Crane
and commissioner Manfred to
not rescind the title.
I would be willing to get
behind the idea that maybe
our title should be rescinded
if it’s revealed in Lunhow’s
court case that there was a
brokered deal to keep the title.
At the end of the day, I
just want the Astros to put
the scandal behind them and
move on. They need to move
on from the perpetrators of
the sign stealing, and they
may need to move on from
their one and only World Series title, if that’s what it takes
to finally move forward.

It is the summer after
your sophomore year, and
you’ve the spring semester
tirelessly connecting with
strangers. You went to the
pre-event career fair, you
met with your mentors, and
it all finally paid off. You
have been rewarded with an
internship. What is it going
to look like?
I’ve had several internships so far, each one vastly
different from the others,
so I’d like to talk about my
experience and what you
should expect.
My first internship was in
the summer of 2018, right
after my sophomore year. I
was an accounting intern for
Delaware North, a company
that works for the Cincinnati Reds. The sights of the
ballpark and the atmosphere
was beautiful, and I was living my childhood dream.
The work, however, wasn’t
as dreamy.

I spent most of my days at
the ballpark stapling papers
together, removing staples
and serving ice cream and
beers to drunk fans. One part
of the internship actually
allowed me to apply my accounting skills, and I learned
the most from that.
So, internship number one
was a bust.
There isn’t much to talk
about regarding my second
internship with a real estate
company since it was just a
virtual class with a couple of
speakers.
My third internship,
which is where I am now, is
very rewarding. I don’t serve
beer or ice cream, remove
staples, get coffee, etc… I
do real work that actually
impacts my company financially, and I love it. I love the
fact that I’m working at an
internship and doing real accounting work.
So, what are you going to

work on time or get there
early.
Lastly, I want you to think
about what you enjoyed most
about your day at work,.
This really helped me get
through a lot of days that I
knew were going to be challenging.
When I worked at the
ballpark, I always looked forward to, being at a baseball
game. There’s way too much
time during the internship
to waste thinking about the
negative and how stressful it
might be, so do yourself a favor and come in with a smile.
Good luck, my fellow
Musketeers. I hope this
helped.

Hunter Ellis is a sophomore Philosophy, Politics and the Public and
French double major.
He is the Multimedia
Editor for Newswire from
Sardinia, Ohio.

My advice for interns
get? In my experience, being
an intern at large corporations won’t feel as meaningful as it would in a smaller
setting. I feel like there is
less to do in a large office because you usually have more
co-ops.
When I worked for Delaware North, I worked with
10 other co-ops at one point,
and I only work with one
other now. It was nice to
share information and get to
know the other interns, but
when it came to how much I
was getting out of my work,
it was definitely less because
it felt like I was sharing my
work.
It feels good to come into
work every day and know
that you are needed and not
just for coffee. This is what it
will feel like at a smaller office. As far as virtual internships go, take it as you will.
If you pay attention and
you are seriously interest-

ed in it, you can get something out of it. However, if
you don’t ask any questions
or engage with the speakers, you are not going to get
much back. It is a give and
take situation.
My advice for you at the
internship: apply yourself. I
couldn’t tell you how many
times I worked with other
interns and saw them apply
themselves, get more of a
workload and build a stronger relationship with their
manager.
I was very nervous at my
first internship, so I stayed
quiet and did the menial
work they told me to do.
Next is to be on time
and be dependable. The last
thing a manager wants is a
co-op who doesn’t show up
to work or doesn’t finish
projects on time. It can be a
lot of pressure to get projects done on time, so make
sure you either show up to

Curt Berry is a Senior
ÀQDQFH PDMRU IURP
Boston. He is a staff
writer for Newswire.
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NFL hits midway point of 2020
Steelers remain undefeated while Patriots struggle to find footing

B Y C URT B ERRY
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Well, we are halfway there.
We have made it through nine
weeks of Thursday,
Sunday, Monday and even
Tuesday football. In a year
with almost no fans, no preseason and a pandemic, let’s
break down this crazy NFL
season.
First, let’s start off with
all of the injuries. Due to
COVID-19, teams were not
able to play in preseason
games, and they have limited
physical contact during practice.
This has led to many key
injuries, including Jimmy
Garropolo, George Kittle,
Dak Prescott, Nick Chubb,
Christian McCaffery, Austin
Ekeler, Von Miller and a lot
more.
Now, let’s talk about what
has surprised and impressed
me and what has disappointed
me so far this season.
Let’s be honest, did anybody else expect Ben Rothlisberger and a group of young
wide receivers he barely spent
anytime with to be 8-0 right
now? No.
If you’re like me, you
didn’t expect an aging Tom
Brady, Aaron Rodgers and
Drew Brees to be cooking
right now. They are having
some of the best seasons of

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons

After missing most of last season with an elbow injury, Ben Roethlisberger is healthy and an MVP candidate
for the undefeated Pittsburgh Steelers. The Steelers have been one of the NFL’s best teams this season.

their careers. The vets have
been getting it done this year,
proving they all still have
something left in the tank.
Now, let’s look at the
younger crowd. Patrick Maholmes is a phenom right
now in Kansas City, leading
his team to an 8-1 start. Lamar Jackson hasn’t had his
best start, but is solid and has

led his team into playoff contention.
Meanwhile, the LSU former Heisman winner Joe
Burrow is torching defenses
for 300+ yards, but due to the
poor Bengals defense, they
are off to a 2-5-1 start.
In a competitive NFC
West, Russell Wilson has
been cooking and led the Se-

ahawks to a 6-2 start, and
throwing 28 touchdowns already.
Now, let’s look at our disappointments for the year.
The biggest disappointment so far this season has
been the entire NFC East. It
has been so bad that if the
season ended today, the Eagles would host a home play-

off game with a record of
3-5-1.
I have never seen worse
football games in my life than
a primetime NFC East matchup. Yes, the Cowboys are on
their fourth string quarterback and Washington doesn’t
even have a name, but somebody has got to win, right?
Another huge disappointment for me has been the
New England Patriots.
I know, I know, the dynasty
is over, Bill needs Brady, and
they don’t have a receiver that
could start on any other team.
But c’mon, this is the six-time
Super Bowl Champion Bill
Belichick and, supposedly, an
angered Cam Newton ready
to save his career, and they
are off to a 3-5 start.
I even had to sweat through
the Jets game last night… the
JETS. While we’re talking
about the AFC East, wow are
the Bills good this year.
Josh Allen lit up the Seahawks last week, and they are
taking a commanding lead in
the division for the first time
in 20 years.
Folks, it is halftime in the
NFL season. Who is going to
make halftime adjustments,
throw in the towel or falter
down the stretch like the Falcons in Super Bowl LI? I’m
looking forward to finding
out.

Taking a look at fantasy football stars this year
Kyler Murray and Russell Wilson have been top fantasy players so far

B Y C ARTER D ANIELS
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Even with the absence of
fans in most NFL stadiums,
fantasy football is still happening and has provided fans
with enjoyment every Sunday
all season long.
Since 1962, fantasy football has been an interactive
and social entertainment for
football fans to draft and control their own team of NFL
players, acting like a general
manager of their team.
The
cancellation
of
many NFL games due to
COVID-19 cases has affected
fantasy football. As managers, when a game is unexpectedly cancelled or postponed,
they have a limited number
of time to make changes.
Along with COVID-19,
another contributor to the
tough fantasy year is the abnormal amount of injuries
that have ended the season for
many players and, in their absence, have hurt their team’s
play.
Like every year, there have
been players who perform
better than expected, and
there are always players that
underperform.
Heading into week 10 of
the NFL season, here are
some of the sleepers and

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons

You’re probably in solid shape for your fantasy football season if you have Kyler Murray as your quarterback.
Murray is averaging 30 points per game for fantasy teams this year, and he’s been great for Arizona so far.

busts and who you should
pick up on your team.
One of the best players in
fantasy football this year has
been Seahawks quarterback
Russell Wilson. Along with
leading the Seahawks to a 6-2
record, Wilson has emerged
as one of the mid-season fa-

vorites to win MVP.
Another quarterback who
has been performing exceptionally this year and has led
his team to an unexpected
record of 5-3 is Kyler Murray of the Arizona Cardinals.
Murray, the 2019 Offensive
Rookie of the Year, is aver-

aging about 30 fantasy points
per game, which is the second
highest among all players.
Another player who has
been playing exceptionally
and producting high fantasy numbers is second year
wide receiver DK Metcalf of
the Seahawks. Metcalf has

emerged as one of the best
receivers this year, averaging
22 fantasy points per game.
However, there have been
plenty of players that have
underperformed so far this
year, due to COVID-19 testing, injuries or are simply just
not having a good season.
For example, Bengals wide
receiver A.J. Green was supposed to have a great year after finally being healthy after
recovering from his 2019 ankle injury that cost him all of
last season.
The seven-time Pro Bowl
receiver was expected to have
a career year, partially due to
the addition of rookie quarterback Joe Burrow.
However, Green has averaged only 7.8 fantasy points
per week and hasn’t produced
great numbers this year.
There are some sleepers
that are usually not on teams.
Some of the sleepers that
should be available to pick
up for the rest of the season include Miami Dolphins
quarterback Tua Tagovailoa,
Indinapolis Colts tight end
Jack Doyle and Bengals wide
receiver John Ross, assuming
he gets healthy as he’s missed
time with injury.
Go out and win your league
for bragging rights.
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NBA Offseason and draft preview

B Y E MILY C ROFT
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Since the NBA Board of
Governors has officially voted
to start the 2021 NBA season
on Dec. 22, all eyes are on the
NBA draft and free agents.
The draft is set to take
place on Nov. 18 with the
top pick being LaMelo Ball.
The 6-foot-7 point guard has
been in the spotlight since he
was in high school, typically
known for being a part of the
three Ball brothers.
Ball has already played
for two major teams, the Los
Angeles Ballers in the Junior
Basketball Association and
Illawarra Hawks in the Australian National Basketball
League.
Ball excels in handling and
dishing the ball in tight plays,
but many have been skeptical
of his projected performance
since he has recently turned
19 and could continue to
grow.
The overall second pick
is projected to be Anthony
Edwards, a former Georgia
Bulldog who shines at shooting guard.
Also at the age of 19, Edwards stands at 6-foot-3 and
is unrivaled when he gets in
the paint. He is known for his
strong and quick first step
when he has the ball and is
confident in his shooting abilities.

health, so it wouldn’t be surprising to watch the Warriors
rise back to the top of the totem pole.
Last but not least, it would
be wrong to forget about the
pending free agents for the
upcoming season.
It’s possible but unlikely
that Lebron James could move
to free agency if he doesn’t
pick up a $41 million player
option, an opportunity to stay
another season with his Los
Angeles Lakers.
Paul George and Kawhi
Leonard, both players for the
Los Angeles Clippers, have
player options ranging near
$36 or $37 million. While it’s
unlikely they’ll opt out, the
option is there.
Gordon Hayward could
be the prize of the free agent
class if he opts out of his contract with the Boston Celtics,
but the Celtics are more likely
3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI0DGGLH0H\HU*HWW\,PDJHV
$IWHUMXVWWKUHHVHDVRQVZLWKWKH%RVWRQ&HOWLFV*RUGRQ+D\ZDUGFRXOGEHÀQGLQJDQHZKRPH7KH&HOWLFV to trade him than let him walk
VWDULVUHSRUWHGO\ORRNLQJWRRSWRXWEXWWKH&HOWLFVPD\ORRNWRWUDGHKLPLQVWHDGRIOHWWLQJKLPZDON
for nothing. A rumored desthe 2019-20 season put their tination has been the Indiana
Between Edwards and Ball, drudge.
the Minnesota Timberwolves
While the Warriors still fans through an emotional Pacers for Hayward, as the
will have a tough time choos- have star athletes like Klay state of chaos but having a Pacers could give the Celtics a
ing who to take with the first Thompson and Stephen Cur- top pick in the upcoming draft player like Victor Oladipo.
pick in the draft.
ry, they lost their momentum could be their Hail Mary.
Whether these top players
Adding a key player like become free agents or not,
Whoever they decide to last season when the superpass up on will quickly be tak- team lost key players Kevin Ball or Edwards would tight- the upcoming draft amd free
en by the Golden State War- Durant to free agency and en their lineup or give them a agemcy will surely mix up the
riors, who could use some bet- Klay Thompson to a torn good player to use in a trading overall 2021 season predicdeal.
ter players.
ACL.
tions. As with every NBA offNot being in the playoffs season, there are bound to be
The Warriors are going to
The rollercoaster of having
either have a strong upcoming the best record in the 2018-19 gave Thompson and Curry a trades and unpredicted moves
season or continue to be in a season to barely winning in chance to fully recover in their that shock NBA fans.

Notre Dame upsets Clemson
B Y G RACE C ARLO
6WDৼ:ULWHU

The Clemson Tigers suffered a very close 47-40 overtime loss to the Notre DameFighting Irish, giving them
their first regular season loss
since 2017. The Irish ended
Clemson’s winning streak and
moved the Tiger’s ranking
down from No. 1 to No. 4.
Clemson’s
quarterback
Trevor Lawrence missed this
week’s game after testing
positive for COVID-19. Lawrence is arguably one of the
best players right now in college football and an essential
member of the Tigers. Backup quarterback, freshman D.J.
Uiagalelei, took over Lawrence’s spot this weekend and
led the Tigers.
The Irish had the lead the
entirety of the game until
the final seconds when Clemson took the lead. Then, Irish
quarterback Ian Book threw a
touchdown pass to Avery Davis with 22 seconds left to put
the game into overtime.
In the first overtime, both
teams scored touchdowns,
creating a second overtime as
the clock ran out.
In the second overtime,
Kyren Williams scored a
touchdown to give Notre
Dame a 47-40 lead.
The Fighting Irish defeated the No. 1 team for the first
time since 1993 when it beat

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI&UHDWLYH&RPPRQV

1RWUH'DPHIRRWEDOOXSVHW1RUDQNHG&OHPVRQRYHUWKHZHHNHQG
DQGWKH,ULVKKDYHSXWWKHPVHOYHVLQDJUHDWVSRWIRUWKHKRPHVWUHWFK

Florida State.
In other news in college
football, Georgia lost 44-28
to Florida in Jacksonville.
Florida’s win gave them a
huge advantage in the race for
the SEC Championship.
The SEC also called off
this Saturday’s Alabama vs.
Louisiana State (LSU) and
Texas A&M vs. Tennessee
games after COVID-19 cases
on the Tigers’ and Aggies’

rosters.
The thrilling rivalry between the Crimson Tide and
the Tigers will be postponed
until December.
During a teleconference
on Wednesday morning, LSU
coach Ed Orgeron told ESPN,
“We want to play Alabama.”
However, Orgeron also mentioned that he was not sure
when the game would be able
to be played.

— Paid Advertisement —
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Ari Positions herself above the rest
B Y M ORGAN M ILES
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Ariana Grande’s album Positions was released on Oct. 30.
It’s her sixth album and features a variety of music from
trap-pop to hip-hop and funk.
Grande exudes confidence
and maturity and shows off
her range of not only vocals,
but also her ability to fit in
nearly any genre.
Lyrically, two or three
songs dig a bit deeper emotionally, but I failed to encounter any lyrics significantly impactful to listen to.
Instrumentally and vocally,
Grande blew each track out
of the park.
The first song is “Shut Up.”
I really do want Grande to
shut up during the song so I
can listen to the background
music instead. It’s beautiful.
As an intro, I found “Shut Up”
to be catchy but not a song I’d
willingly go back to.
“34+35” is next, and I had
no idea what Grande meant by
the title of the song. To me,
nothing came out of “34+35”
other than my mathematical
discovery that it equals 69.
Ultimately, this is the beginning of the many odes to her
comfort with expressing sexuality.
I was excited for the collaboration on “Motive” with
Doja Cat and pleased with
the results. It’s not too soft.
Grande and Doja Cat complement each other’s energies

and voices. The beat hits hard
throughout the entire song.
What got me excited the most
was the chorus. A comment
on YouTube mentioned “Motive” resembles a song you’d
hear in a store like Forever 21.
I agree, but it’s not pre-teen
cringey — just peppy.
“Just Like Magic” follows
as an equally entertaining
song. At first, the lyrics come
off as cocky, but if anything,
I realized Grande deserves
her well-earned fame. She can
sing about being hot, getting
everything and flipping people off while sounding pretty
if she wants to.
I like The Weeknd but I
can’t say I liked “Off The Table,” probably because of the
album’s sudden switch from a
quick - to - slow pace. It reminded me of choralier competitions where a ballad is a
requirement so one is thrown
in.
The lyrics were some of
my favorites, though. I could
connect with the lyrics: “Am
I too cold, am I not nice?/
Might not be quite yet healed
already.” However, I disliked
their voices together, which
was totally unexpected and I
can’t explain why the collaboration just didn’t sound good,
especially compared to the
others on Positions.
In “Safety Net,” Ty Dolla Sign’s vocals grabbed my
attention more than The
Weeknd’s, sounding so natural alongside Grande’s. I love
when the two sing, “I’ve nev-

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons

$ULDQD*UDQGH·VQHZDOEXPPositions FRPELQHV*UDQGH·VVWHOODUYRFDOVZLWKWKHYDULHGYRLFHVRIKHUVHYHUDO
PDOHFROODERUDWRUVVXFKDV7KH:HHNQGDQG7\'ROOD6LJQWRFUHDWHDQHIIHFWLYHDQGHQMR\DEOHVRXQGH[SHULHQFH

er been this scared before/
Feelings I just can’t ignore”
together. Or Grande’s, “I
came to peace with my path,”
which holds emotional depth
in terms of her traumatic past
experiences.
“My Hair” is funky and
unexpected from someone
whom I’ve seen mainly as a
pop artist. I feel that Grande
is releasing what she enjoys
— not just what songs will go
on the radio.
The intro to “Nasty” makes
me smile because Ariana’s
laugh in the background is
adorable, and her whistles are
mind blowing. It’s repetitive,
so not my favorite, but serves
as another ode to sexuality.
“Love Language” is another funky song, and it’s fun

from the beginning. I felt it
had the most unique variety
of lyrics. Nothing felt repetitive or sounded like recurring
mumble rap.
“Positions” pulled me in
with the intro and kept me listening with the lyrics. Lyrics
such as, “Cooking in the kitchen and I’m in the bedroom,”
or, “Said boy I’m tryna meet
your mama/ On a Sunday,”
are funny when sung in a passionate voice. I wonder if the
lyrics make Grande laugh or
if she was just horny when
she wrote it.
“Obvious” is a nice change
thematically. Grande’s singing about genuine love in
conjunction with sex. Personal concerns for her mental
health subsided considering

she highlights aspects of a decent relationship. The longer
ending was beautiful, though
I’m biased towards a longer,
solely instrumental finish.
“POV” is an understandably
popular track on Positions. A
universal message of wanting to see yourself through
someone else’s point of view
is admirable and applicable to
listeners who view themselves
insecurely. “POV” flows as a
vulnerable, slow ballad with a
short, snappy chorus that dissolves back into the softness. I
would 100% go back to listen.

Total score:

Dune’s developers delay December due date
B Y A IDAN C ALLAHAN
Back Page Editor
Denis Villeneuve’s Dune,
based on Frank Hebert’s 1965
sci-fi classic, was supposed to
hit theaters this December, but
due to COVID-19 concerns, it
has been delayed almost a year
to October 2021. This news
would be quite unfortunate
if there wasn’t a perfect and
readily available alternative:
read the book instead.
Now, I know how this
sounds: I too have always hated those “the book is better”
people.
The Game of Thrones television series is a great alternative if you’re not trying to
read thousands of pages of
George R. R. Martin’s A Song
of Ice and Fire series, which
sometimes includes page-long
descriptions of the food the
characters are eating. However, sometimes, just sometimes,
those people are right, as they
are in the case of Dune.
To be fair, no one has seen
Denis Villeneuve’s interpretation of the novel, but he is
not the first to tackle the scifi epic. In 1984, David Lynch
directed an adaptation which
turned the story from a profound look at human imperial-

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons

'XH WR &29,' FRQFHUQV DQWLFLSDWHG ÀOP Dune KDV EHHQ GHOD\HG IURP LWV RULJLQDO SURPLVHG SUHPLHU LQ
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ism and the effect it has on our
environment into the biggest
‘80s cheesefest you’ll ever see.
In the novel, the main antagonists are a powerful family called the Harkonnens.
They are cunning and bent
on increasing their family’s
status through any means
possible, even if it means destroying innocent lives along
the way. They are also usually
described as practically obese,
a metaphor for the unnecessaryamount of wealth they
hoard.

Lynch apparently read
the word “fat,” laughed, then
stopped reading, as the Harkonnens in his movie are overthe-top, devoid of any deeper
thematic purpose, and (this is
true) wear flying suspenders
that comically fly them around
the room as they laugh maniacally. One of them is also
played by Sting, just for those
extra ‘80s cheese points.
Maybe flying fat people
sounds more enjoyable to you
than political metaphors, but
there’s plenty of funny stuff

in the book that Lynch doesn’t
use either. There’s a soldier
who constantly breaks out
into song, and Lynch decided
to cast Sir Patrick Stewart in
the role.
I don’t know about you, but
I would love to hear Sir Patrick Stewart break out into
song. But, instead, in the film
his character does… nothing.
Literally nothing. With not
a single song and barely any
lines, I wonder why they paid
for Stewart’s steep paycheck
in the first place.

This is not to say Lynch
is a bad filmmaker, but rather that Dune simply has too
much content to fit in a single
movie.
Though the novel is more
than 600 pages long, Herbert’s writing style does not
waste any time. The characters and themes fit together
in such a way that if you were
to take one piece out, the rest
feels incomplete.
Villeneuve’s adaptation will
try to deal with this by splitting the book into two movies,
but that still won’t be enough.
If anything, Dune needs a TV
series to fit everything it has
to say.
So while we’re waiting a
year to see how this new interpretation shakes out, do
yourself a favor and read the
book.
On the one hand, it will
make you think about humans
and the major consequences
our actions can have on each
other and the environment.
But, on the other hand, it’s a
sci-fi epic with heart, humor
and an incredibly compelling
story that will make the 600
pages feel like nothing.
Though, if you want to see
the cheesiest sci-fi movie ever
made, the 1984 adaptation is
on HBO Max.
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Finding joy and happiness at XU
B Y E MMA S TEVENS

comes to coffee shops.
Whatever your coffee shop
6WDৼ:ULWHU
of choice is, spending some
time there could be a great
The end of the semester
way to add some happiness
and the approach of finals can
into your day. You could meet
cause stress for students, but
up with a friend and chat or
there are plenty of ways to
spend some quality time by
find glimmers of happiness on
yourself.
campus. No matter your interNo matter if you like your
ests, there are ways for you to
beverage hot or cold — or no
find joy here at Xavier.
beverage at all — use the cofEvents
fee shops here on campus as a
On-campus events offer
place to slow down and take a
students the opportunity to
breath. Enjoy the laid back enpartake in fun activities, often
vironment, and let your worfree of charge, right here on
ries melt away.
campus.
Dogs
Movies on the lawn or trivIn addition to all these posia in Gallagher Student Center
sible paths to happiness, one
(GSC) offer frequent opporsurefire way to warm your
tunities for lighthearted fun.
Newswire photos courtesy of Kate Ferrell heart and make your day is to
Going with a few friends to an (YHQWKRXJKLWVHHPVOLNHWKLQJVFDQ·WJHWEHWWHUWKHUHDUHPDQ\ZD\VWKDWVWXGHQWVFDQÀQGMR\DQGKDSSLQHVV go out and see a dog.
event or meeting new people RQ;DYLHU·VFDPSXVHYHU\GD\7KLVLQFOXGHVSHWWLQJGRJVJHWWLQJLQYROYHGRUHYHQMXVWHQMR\LQJWKHRXWGRRUV
There are four-legged
by attending can be a great as a community. Finding the control, but even a simple ited these days, getting some friends all over campus. With
way to brighten your day.
right club can unlock a whole walk through the Academic sunshine can make a world the dogs involved in 4 Paws
Clubs
new kind of happiness for you Mall just to move your legs of difference for your mood. for Ability, service and emoAdditionally, Xavier has a here on campus.
can help you to shake some You can kick back and relax tional support animals and
wide variety of clubs and orBe Active
stress away.
in a lawn chair by the Husman the neighborhood dogs that
ganizations that students can
However, finding ways to
Go Outside
stage, get some studying done are walked by their owners
be involved in.
feel content while on camAnother way to sprinkle at the tables outside GSC or here on campus, there is an
Whether you like to knit, pus does not always have some cheerful energy into find a quiet bench outside abundance of loving, adorable
sing acapella or play volley- to involve an organized, your day is to spend some Hinkle Hall and read a good dogs on campus at any given
ball, there is a club for you. school-sponsored activity.
time outside. Being in the book.
time.
Joining a club can allow you
Working out, whether Midwest, Xavier’s campus is
Get Cozy
Finding one and giving
to further explore one of your that be in a Zumba class at currently covered in beautiful
Finding joy on campus can it some love may be the best
hobbies or even introduce you the HUB or going for a run fall leaves. Simply getting out- also come in the form of a thing you do for yourself all
to a newfound passion.
around campus, can be a great side, breathing some fresh air calm and cozy spot to enjoy day.
Being in a club with other way to clear your head and and soaking in some vitamin some coffee, tea or a pastry.
There are a multitude of
people who possess a common get your endorphins flowing. D can turn your whole day With Victory Perk and Star- ways to find happiness here
interest can help you to find How, when and where you around.
bucks both just a walk away, at Xavier, so get out there and
a pastime or purpose, as well work out is totally in your
Though the daylight is lim- students have options when it find what works best for you.

Opinion: Romantic comedies are ruining romance
B Y G RACE H AMILTON
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Within the wide expanse
of movie genres that exist
in Hollywood today, romantic comedies are some of the
most misogynistic and poorly written films that are released. Romantic comedies,
most commonly referred to as
rom-coms, perpetuate harmful
stereotypes surrounding relationships and a woman’s role
within them.
One of the worst is the idea
that grand gestures are all it
takes to make a relationship
work. The insinuation that
stopping a wedding, running
into traffic, making a grand
speech or racing through an
airport are all that is required
to maintain a healthy relationship is damaging.
In one of the most popular
rom-coms of all time, Love
Actually, almost every character “proves” their love in a
grandiose, public and painful
way: gathering an entire village to witness a proclamation
of love, kissing in front of a
crowd at a school play and yes,
running through an airport to
profess love to a girl about to
board a plane.
All of these rom-coms with
big entrances, wedding crashers and airport racers only
teach one thing: that love is
only based on the grand ges-

Photo courtesy of Creative Commons

Romantic comedies historically use repetitive and over romanticized acts of service in order to create
unrealistic expectations for romantic relationships and to create a culture of unhealthy expectations for love.

tures.
Real love is about the day
to day, the hard things, the
fights. In romcoms, the real,
tried and true relationships
end in Act 1, where Obvious
Douchebag dumps or gets
dumped, and the weight of
what is sold and marketed as
true love is put solely on the
act of one man crashing the
party.
These rom-coms then push
Obvious Douchebag to the
front while the real creeps

who stalk, obsess and insult
are somehow portrayed as
protagonists. Unsolicited and
unreciprocated
“romantic”
gestures earn points to be
traded in for sex. And none of
these guys deserve it.
Say Anything is just about
a creepy stalker whose only
goal is being with a pretty
girl. She’s All That is about a
bet meant to humiliate a girl.
Pretty Woman is a rich man
talking a sex worker off the
streets, humiliating and in-

sulting her, and ultimately
forcing her to be the only version of a woman he could ever
accept.
Anything by Woody Allen
is just Woody Allen sucking
his own d*ck.
Countless rom-coms begin
with powerful and accomplished women being convinced that without a man,
their happiness is worthless
and their success isn’t worth
that much.
Cue said-woman perform-

ing all the emotional labor in
a relationship with a man who
wouldn’t even scratch her
back. That is until the last 20
minutes when she realizes she
can do so much better, and he
makes previously mentioned
grand gesture to convince her
to stay.
I count it as a plot hole if
the comedian who wrote the
plot plays the main guy.
First of all, no one needs a
romantic relationship to fulfill
them or to make them happy.
People should choose to be in
a relationship because they
want to be in a relationship,
not because they believe a relationship will somehow make
them whole.
Rom-coms are propaganda. They are made by men
for women to convince them
that, yes, the sleazy guy who
doesn’t deserve you but can
hold a boombox above his
head is the one for you. Or,
yes, the guy who didn’t think
you were pretty until you
took your glasses off and only
asked you out on a dare is your
soulmate.
They are telling every
woman: settle, do the work,
carry the relationship and
maybe one day you’ll get the
grand gesture you’ve been
waiting for and dreaming of.
You’d be better off turning
the rom-com off and picking
something else to watch.
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Aries: You are going to have a
close call with COVID-19 and will
need to be quarantined at the Hilton Garden Inn. Unfortunately, it
will be the Hilton Garden Inn Total
Landscaping on Montgomery.

(#6*'4)4#*#/
Responds to

Taurus: You may find yourself

staring at the massive pair of
breasts carved into the side of
the HUB. Just keep walking, king,
she’s not the one for you.

Gemini: Be more decisive this
week. Either go to that club you
signed up for on Club Day two
years ago or remove yourself
from its email list.
Cancer: Turn your zodiac symbol
90 degrees for a sexy glimpse into
your future .

Leo: The semester’s almost over,

so you better spend your dining
dollars quick. Eat a steady diet of
513 Burger for breakfast, Fujisan for
lunch and Currito for dinner.

Virgo: Fenwick Hall may be
renamed to “Justice Hall.” Your
residence hall will be renamed “Bat
Hall” to keep the theme of renaming buildings after Bruce Wayne’s
favorite things.
Libra: You’re gonna take a massive
L this week, but don’t worry about
it. Just use the GOP strategy of
pretending it didn’t happen.

Scorpio: This week, you will be
featured on XUFM. Unfortunately,
to listen to XUFM, you need to use
Mixlr, so the number of people who
hear you will be equal to the number
of people you know who use Mixlr.
Sagittarius: The stars ain’t

never seen two pretty best
friends. Luckily, you don’t have a
best friend.

Capricorn: A second American

Civil War is brewing. The side
you’re on is already determined: did
you buy a PS5 or an Xbox Series
X? If you own a Switch, you’re a
border state.

Aquarius: Unfortunately, I delegated uncovering your horoscope to the
vote counters in Nevada, so expect
it some time in early December.
Pisces: This week, randomly do
something nice for one of your
friends. But not Joseph. F*ck
Joseph.

the Satire Edition

After reading Newswire’s last issue, our satire
edition, Father P. Graham requested to comment on
his portrayal.
First and foremost, he would like to issue a formal apology
for the release of his uncouth statement to the next president.
He has changed the password to his email account, which had
been MuskieMaster1234. Security has been heightened to prevent any further unfortunate leaks.
He would like to assure the parents of incoming students
that the ungodly amounts of money that they spend in order
to send their children here are put to good use supporting our
athletes and erecting buildings that will not be completed by the
time their children graduates. All for One!
Father P. Graham would also like to squash the rampant
rumors circulating about his sweet ride. Graham says, “My
Maserati was a gift from a former Xavier basketball player. No
tuition money was used to purchase said vehicle.”
Anyone who would like to suggest otherwise can join Father Graham for a spaghetti dinner (even if they do not live in
the Commons Apartments), and hush money will be distributed in the form of merit scholarships and tickets to the Crosstown Shootout.
As his time here at Xavier comes to an end, Father P.
Graham would like to remind us of all the positive things he
has accomplished while serving as president of the university.
Though he did not appreciate being exposed, Father P. Graham
did cherish the recognition of all his amazing work. “I basically
built this entire campus. You’re welcome.”
Sadly, Michael J. Graham, S.J., President of Xavier University, was not available to comment at this time, but his secretary directed us to Father P.
Graham, a random old man
who lives in the Commons as
well. Thank you to Mr. Graham for your wonderful contributions to the Xavier community and your cooperation
Father P. Graham (not pictured) criticized Newswire for
with Newswire.
making a crack about Father J. Graham’s $250,000 Maserati.
B Y E MMA
S TEVENS
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Heard
Around
Xavier
B Y M ORGAN M ILES
6WDৼ:ULWHU

These honkers (ba-donk-a-donks, if you will) have been
know to distract many students as they pass by the HUB.
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Weird, wacky and wild
quotes heard from
students and faculty
around campus. Hear
something funny you
want to see featured?
Send it to
milesm5@xavier.edu.

“Peter is the dumbass of
the disciples” - Dr. Mescher,
theology professor, spitting
facts

“Sears Tower” - Rebecca
Lane, responding to Jeopardy prompt ‘Largest mountain in the US’

“I think I just lost calories”
- Laila Sappington, out of
breath after one flight of
stairs

“Forget the taxes, I want
Donald Trump’s penis size”
- Jack Arnold, unprompted

“Pluto” - Jackson Reppart,
responding to Jeopardy
prompt ‘The smallest city in
the world’
“Jeff Bezos” - Ellie Honabarger, responding to Jeopardy prompt ‘Youngest
billionaire in 2019’

“I’m not a disappointment,
I’m a doctor’s appointment”
- Alaina Francel, upon
waking up
“Ur mum is a failed state”
- Sophia Rusch, using her
political science major to
roast mothers

